
 

                   Hollyhock or Sunflower Workshop 

                                 Supply List 

                           sue holdaway-heys  

                    www.sueholdaway-heys.com 

 

Skill level: All    6 hour 

 

Students will choose either the Sunflower or Hollyhock design Sue will provide. 

Finished size will be approximately 15” x 20” Bring your scrap bag of small solid 

Fabrics or teeny prints- The more choices the better! But you only need small amounts! 

 

Fabric for Hollyhock Quilt: 

1-Background fabric – ½ yd piece that has colors you like that is medium to dark 

    In value, no strong pattern (Hand dyed or batiks work well) Bring a few choices! 

2-Flowers-Whites, pinks, reds, lilacs, fushias, purples (only small amounts) 

    ¼ yd or smaller scrap pieces that are SOLIDS for flowers  

3-Stems and leaves- Greens.. Lots of small solid pieces –a few may have tiny patterns 

     Lots of variation in value-lights to darks 

     Small amounts of fabrics that compliment your chosen color palette 

 

Fabric for Sunflower Quilt: 

1-Background fabric – ½ yd. piece that has colors you like that is medium to dark in value 

     With no strong pattern. Batiks and hand dyed work well. 

2-- Flowers -Whites, yellows, oranges, rust, with a wide range of values-light to darker 

     Small ¼ yd or smaller scrap pieces that are solids for flowers 

3-Leaves and stems plains and a few tiny prints 

     Small amounts of fabrics that compliment your chosen color palette 

 

Batting –low loft such as thermore size to quilt (a little bigger than 15” x 20” 

Backing fabric – anything you like a little bigger than 15”x 20” 

Thread- whites/greens and thread to match and contrast your colors chosen for flowers 

Machine - IF you work fast in workshops you may be ready to quilt. But if you do not want 

to 

Bring your machine I will demo on mine and we talk about quilt designs. 

 

I will have some ½ yd pieces of hand dyed fabrics (Cindy Geist-from Brighton) that will 

  Be available to purchase for background  

http://www.sueholdaway-heys.com/


 

Fusible bring 1 yd. NEW…. wonder under, soft fuse, steam a seam light (not II) 

Basic sewing supplies 

$2 for painting supplies…… I will provide water colors pencils and fabric paint 

(cups/brushes/plates /paper towels)  

 

SMALL SHARP scissors will help with cutting shapes!! 

This will be a fun EASY class –impossible to not be successful!!! Bring enthusiasm and ready 

to try a little painting on your fabric (if you haven’t before). 

Feel free to email me with any questions!!!! 

Shhart@aol.com 


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


